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Proposals Called 'Modest'

Faculty Considers Curriculum Revision
By Jon Meachan
Associate Editor

A "very early draft of some
proposals" lo make major renovations

in the undergraduate curriculum in the

College was presented lo a closed

meeting of the faculty Wednesday, Oct.

26.

A Working Group on Teaching

Load and Related Educational Issues

appointed by Dean W. Brown Patterson

prepared the document, which stated a

number of "concerns" about the current

core curriculum and proposed revised

distribution requirements, a reduction in

hours required for graduation, and a

reduction in faculty workloads.

The proposals reportedly met with

strong opposition from a considerable

number of College faculty in the special

meeting.

Concerns Enumerated

In a preamble to the document, the

"members of this committee" assert

nine concerns that they say "prevents

THE PROPOSAL AT A GLANCE:

Major aspects of the proposed curriculum changes include:

E Two Writing Courses, one taken in the freshman year, the other before

beginning of senior year. Presupposes creation of a writing-across-the-curriculum

program.

A foreign language requirement through the 203 level, and one course in

English literature. A second would be required either in English or a foreign language

* Either one course in mathematics and science or a 3-course requirement of one

1 mathematics, one in lab science, and one other science.

the faculty from achieving innovations

which are essential to dealing with"

those concerns.

The document states that "too many
of our courses are introductory 100-levcl

courses" and that there is too much
emphasis on a lecture course method in

which students "are relatively passive."

It goes on to assert that "many of our

junior and senior students do not achieve

satisfactory maturity as students and

scholars."

As an apparent effort to remedy this

Regents Approve Quintard
Renovation for 1990-91

By Ben Zeigler

Staff Writer

In an effort to counter the recent

trend amongst upperclassmen towards

off-campus housing, the Board of
Regents last week approved the

proposed conversion of Quintard Hall

into a new dormitory.

"They are urging us to press ahead,"

said Dean Mary Sue Cushman,
chairman of the Quintard Hall

Committee. "And press we shall."

The regents and other University

officials expressed concern over the

recent rise in the number of students
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living off-campus. In just one year, the

number of students not living in

University dormitories has jumped from

65 to 127, nearly doubling.

Many fear that Sewanee may lose

some of its unique closeness because of

this continuing trend, and it is hoped

that a refurbished Quintard Hall will

bring some students back, and keep

others from going.

"We feel strongly about this being

a residential campus, and we very much
wish it lo remain so," said Cushman.

Built in 1900 as the main building

of the Sewanee Military Academy,
Quintard Hall has been vacant since

1981, when the Academy merged with

St. Andrew's School and moved out of

the University's domain.

It is a massive building, five stories

containing 40,000 square feet of floor

space (not including a large basement).

However, the building's "shotgun" style

layout, long hallways with small rooms

and communal baths, is not considered

appropriate for a college dormitory, and

much work will need to be done to the

interior of the structure.

Plans call for the building to be

almost completely gutted and internally

rebuilt, at an estimated cost of two and

one half to three million dollars. This

asserted condition, the preamble calls for

"much more" personal responsibility for

juniors and seniors in educating

themselves and for increased

student/faculty intellectual activities,

including "involvement of students in

their (faculty) programs of

research...when this is appropriate."

Further, expansion of independent

study options and a program of

interdisciplinary senior seminars are

called for. Finally, the document cites

the need for departmental seminars in

the history and methods of particular

disciplines, and it urges that special

effort be taken to advance freshmen into

"intellectually challenging" classes.

The committee writes that it is

recommending "a modest readjustment"

in the Sewanee degree requirements and

an attendant "modest change" in faculty

course load in order to "promote

alternative styles of teaching which will

help our students lo be more active" in

their academic work, especially in the

junior and senior years.

Core Revisions Proposed

Three separate proposals comprise

this recommendation, the first for

"Revised Distribution Requirements al

Sewanee." It proposes lo create two

writing courses which would be

administered by a faculty committee "in

most any department."

Currently, to complete a Bachelor

of Arts degree, a student must take three

courses in Language and Literature,

SEE MODEST, PAGE 13

Dean Mary Sue Cushman chairs the study committee on Quintard renovation.

(Photo by Dee Davis)

rebuilding would not only entail the

partitioning of new rooms, but also the

building of new stairwells and fire

escapes to comply with modem safety

codes. Also, much-needed parking space

would have to be created around

Quintard as well as nearby Gorgas Hall.

The committee has spent nearly

two years studying the possible

renovation. Studies have been made on

dormitories at Alabama, Vanderbilt, and

Davidson, in the hopes of gaining what

Cushman calls "appealing and

imaginative use of space." The

SEE DORM, PAGE 13
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NEWS

Williams' Estate

Funds Released
By Jon Meacham
Associate Editor

The estate of the playwright

Tennessee Williams, whose will once

reportedly promised some $10 million

to Sewanee, has Finally been terminated

by the Southeast Bank of Miami and

turned over to two trustees, according lo

University Counsel Edward Watson.

In his original will, Williams, who

died in New York in 1983, made
Sewanee the principal beneficiary of his

estate and papers.

However, a December 1982 codicil

ordered mat his papers and notebooks be

left to Harvard University and thai the

"chairman of the creative department" at

Harvard would administer a program to

fund creative writing here at Sewanee.

Yet the release of any funds to

either institution is contingent on the

death of Williams' sister Rose, an

elderly patient at a New York State rest

home. Williams directed that his sister

should live out her life in comfort and

financial security, and reportedly nearly

$8,000 a month is spent on her care.

The estate has recently come under

the control of two trustees, attorney

John Eastman of New York and the

Lady St. Just, a longtime friend of

Williams'. The total value of what

Sewanee stands to inherit is something

around $1.5 million and the rights to

some royalties, according to Watson.

"However, from time to time, some

residual income will come down to the

University," Watson says, "but it will

by no means be enough lo sustain any

sort of program."

These funds could, however, be

used to enter prepartory stages of

developing the final program that should

take form after the eventual death of

Rose Williams.

Such a small bequest is expected

sometime this calendar year because of a

surplus in the fund which provides for

the care of Williams' sister. However,

there is no way to predict whether this

could become an annual surplus, and,

Watson says, it does not amount to

enough to do much more than begin

some sort of planning with Harvard

about the nature of the eventual

program.

Leonard Arrested on
New Tax Charges

By Dick Kopper
and Jim Cornell

The witnesses in Sewanee were
right the morning of October 26 when
they reported that Dr. Russell Leonard
had been laken against his will.

But what they thought was a
kidnapping turned out to be something

entirely different: Leonard's arrest by
federal agents on charges that he had
violated his parole by failing to file lax

returns, by not paying a $20,000 fine

and by illegally distributing diet pills.

Witnesses to the incident, however,
reported it as a kidnapping. The police

and the Tennessee Highway Patrol spent

about an hour looking unsuccessfully

for the federal officers' 1984 gray
Oldsmobile.

Leonard, a 69-year-old physician

who has been associated with groups
protesting U.S. tax policies, served nine

months in federal custody in 1985 and
1986.

He was convicted in the U.S.
District Court in Chattanooga in 1985
of misdemeanor charges of failing to file

income lax returns for the years 1978-
'80.

On Monday, October 24, the U.S.
Attorney's office filed a motion to

revoke Leonard's probation and to have
him serve an additional prison term for

allegedly violating the conditions of his

probation.

Late Wednesday, Leonard was taken

into federal custody to the Hamilton

County Jail after U.S. Magistrate John

Powers ordered him held for up to 10

days without bond pending a

preliminary hearing in the case.

During a hearing before Powers,

U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency officer

Frederick "Pink" Anderson said Leonard

is "selling" his signature and his DEA
control led-substance registration

number.

Anderson said that operating out of

the Pounds Away Club next lo the post

office in Sewanee, Leonard has issued

prescriptions for Phendimetrazine.

Anderson described that drug as a "diet

pill" that affects the central nervous

system and that must be closely

monitored when prescribed to people

with high blood pressure.

The agenl said the visitors were

then given a Vitamin B shot and

prescription forms bearing Leonard's

signature and the prescription for the

drug commercially printed on them.

He said that during one three-hour

period when he put Pounds Away under

surveillance, he saw "in excess of 100

people" enter the club and leave staying

on average of less than a minute.

Powers said he cannot trust Leonard

because of his close association wiih

well-known Sewanee lax activist Tuppcr

Saussy. g EE ^ RRE ST, PAGE 9

Sewanee Week
Tuesday. November 1

4:30 p.m. Student-Faculty Dialogue (Large B.C. Lounge)

6:00 p.m. Big Bend National Park Christmas Break trip with S.O.C.

info/planning meeting (S.O.C. office in B.C.)

6:00 p.m. Freedom From Smoking Clinic (Small B.C. Lounge)

6:30 p.m. (EST) Volleyball: Sewanee vs. Bryan (Dayton, TN)

Wednesday. November 2

12:00 p.m. SSWC Luncheon: Marguerite Lloyd on Women in Law
(B.C. Large Lounge)

5:00 p.m. Chinese Cooking Class by Pat Gibson (Women's Center)

Thursday. November 3

10:15 a.m. Dean's Coffee Hour

7:30 p.m. SUT: "Stalker"

Friday. November 4

Volleyball: WIAC Tournament

Saturday. November 5

Volleyball: WICA Tournament

2:00 p.m. Men's Soccer: Sewanee vs. N. Georgia College (away)

Sunday. November 6

1 :00 p.m. Men's Soccer: Sewanee vs. Morehead State (Sewanee)

7:00 p.m. Folk Mass (All Saints' Chapel)

Tuesday. November 8

4:30 p.m. Student-Faculty Dialogue (B.C. Large Lounge)

6:00 p.m. Freedom from Smoking Clinic (Small B.C. Lounge)

7:00 p.m. "Slides of Vietnam"-Rev. McColley (Convocation Hall)

Wednesday. November 9
4:30 p.m. 1988 Haines Lecture-'"Present Fears' and 'Horrible

Imaginings'—Reviewing MacBeth" (Convocation Hall)

8:00 p.m. Dionysus and Co. -"Godspell" Open Dress Rehearsal

(seminary)

Thursday. November 10
10:15 a.m. Dean's Coffee Hour (B.C. Large Lounge)

7:30 p.m. SUT: "The Big Sleep"

8:00 p.m. Dionysus and Co.-"Godspell" Open Dress Rehearsal

(seminary)

Friday. November 11

AWARE Fall Weekend, November 1 1 -November 13

8:00 p.m. Dionysus and Co.-"Godspell" (seminary)

9:00 p.m. "Leg-A-See"

Saturday. November 12
12]00p.m. Men and Women's Cross Country: NCAA South and

Southeast Regional (Sewanee)

8:00 p.m. Dionysus and Co.-"Godspell" (seminary)

9:00 p.m. S.P.M.A. "Dash Riprock" (Upper Cravens)
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Committee Studies Financial Aid Changes
By Jon Meacham
Associate Editor

In a move designed to meet all

demonstrated undergraduate financial

need, a major renovation of the financial

aid system is currently under review,

according to various University

officials.

Dean of Men Robert V^. Pearigen, a

member of a subcommittee of the

Faculty Scholarship Committee which

is studying this issue, says that they

"are trying to produce a document that

will return us to full funding" of

demonstrated need.

This special subcommittee, of

which Pearigen and Professors Pamela

Macfie and Jim Peters are members, is

preparing to submit a report to the Dean

of the College which will, Pearigen

says, show "our comprehensive position

oh financial aid."

This includes the question of

distribution in financial aid packages of

loans, work-study obligations, and

grants.

A particular concern of the

subcommitce has been "the way we
decide how we should allocate how
much is given (in grant funds and work-

study) or how much is borrowed (in

loans)," Pearigen says.

The report which is expected to go

to Dean of the College W. Brown
Patterson in the next few weeks will

offer some preliminary proposals on

how to deal with these allocation

concerns.

Currently, the" University

determines financial need on the

analytical findings of either the College

Scholarship Service or the American

College Testing Program, "both of

which use a nationally mandated

procedure to analyze need" based on

family financial information, according

toA Guide to Student Financial Aid.

To determine the distribution of the

demonstrated need, then, the Financial

Aid Office utilizes what is known as the

"category system." For entering

freshmen, this attempts to project what

a student's class standing at Sewanee
will be based on SAT or ACT scores

and high school GPA.
Those whose numbers indicate a

high class rank arc given packages with

"little or no loan component." As the

projected class ranking falls, so the loan

obligations of the student rises.

For continuing students in the

College, class rank is used to decide

whether loans should be lumped with

grant funds and work-study according to

what is widely considered to be a

complex system of categories.

The current review of the entire

financial aid system is producing

proposals both to return to full funding

of student need by "moving away from

the category system," Pearigen says, but

the planning remains in early and
incomplete stages.

A collateral issue in this move to

full funding and subsequent allocation is

the potential increase in minority

enrollment that has been called for by
the Strategic Plan and urged by the

Vice-Chancellor.

According to Dean of the College

W. Brown Patterson, the University has

recently joined the "Consortium for a

Strong Minority Presence in Liberal

Arts Colleges," but minority financial

aid has not been a specific concern of

the subcommittee.

However, Patterson says that the

minority presence is a factor in the

movement to reform the allocation

system of loans.

"One of the things we're worried

about across the board is the amount of

loan (that a student must accept), and

that is especially a concern, I must say,

among minorities."

East Bloc Reform Subject of S-F Dialogue
By Rob Varnado
Staff Writer

The reform of Soviet and East

German government became the main

focus of a crowded Student-Faculty

Dialogue featuring Professors Felix

Raskolnikov and Wolf-Rudiger Kohler

on Oct 4.

Raskolnikov is an assistant

professor of Russian in his first year at

The University of the South; Kohler is

a visiting professor from the University

of Dresden and will be at Sewanee on an

exchange program for one semester.

Nick Bennet, Student-Faculty

Dialogue chairman introduced the

participants, and opened the discussion

by asking the professors to describe the

academic systems of their native

countries.

Kohler began the dialogue by

immediately including higher education

in a list of government programs,

including economics and foreign and

domestic policy that were undergoing a

profound change in East Germany. He
claims that there is a strong call for

change within the system, and cites an

article written by a Dr. Klein, a

prominent East German political

scientist , which has become the focus

of the debate.

Kohler says that there is a desire

among many in the academic
community to discontinue the policy of

confrontation with the West.

"We live on the same planet and

have a mutual responsibility to keep and

maintain a lasting peace," he said.

He also expressed the belief held

by many East Germans that the theory

that capitalism could be removed

through force of arms, widely held from

through the 1970s, is now false and

outdated, and should no longer be the

basis for military and economic
decisions.

Kohler further said that the article

by Klein urges that Capitalism and

Communism should learn to live

together.

"We should understand that we both

can and should keep the peace, foster

cooperation and peaceful competition,

and work together to remove third world

problems such as hunger and disease,"

he said. He stated that there is a great

deal of support for Gorbachev's reforms

among the East Germans
"I would like to be a little

provocative," Raskolnikov said in

response to Kohler. "I agree with

professor Kohler that there are serious

and dramatic changes underway in the

East Bloc. But in the Soviet Union they

are felt more vividly and are more
obvious than they are in the D.D.R.."

He further stated that the East Germans
arc behind the Soviets putting glasnost

and reconstruction in effect

Raskolnikov said that there is a

strong faction that actively and openly

opposes Gorbachev and his policies and

that, despite his rank as General

SEE EAST, PAGE 12
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Sewanee Has Long Interest in Saints

By Elizabeth N. Chitty

Special Columnist

On November 1 the Feast of All

Saints' will be celebrated in the

University Chapel which bears that

name. The name was suggested to

Chaplain William Alexander Gucrry by

Mrs. Herman Aldrich of New York,

mother-in-law of Chancellor Thomas
Underwood Dudley. She suggested that

the chapel, which it was hoped would be

completed for the Semi-Ccntcnnial in

1907, should be named in memory of

all who had been officially connected

with the University or who had made
benefactions. The trustees adopted her

suggestion in June, 1904.

Ground was broken for the stone

building that fall, a cornerstone laid in

1905, and construction continued until

1907 when funds failed. In 1910 an

anonymous benefactor, who turned out

to be Chaplain Arthur R. Gray, provided

enough money for the chapel to be put

into use, with awooden floor, roof, and

east wall.

The cornerstone would sit by itself

out in the cold until 1957 when
completion began as a part of the

celebration of Sewancc's centennial.

Then the narthex or porch, the lower and

its bells, and office wing were added, the

chancel extended, and the stained glass

installed, with the new organ in 1960.

Sewanee had long had a predilection

for using the names of saints. The first

chapel, completed in 1868 and used for

the opening of the University, was

named St. Augustine's, directly for St.

Augustine's College in Canterbury, a

missionary college of the Anglican

The next saint's name to be used at

Sewanee was that of St. Paul the

Apostle. When a parish was established

in Sewanee in 1871 it was named St.

Paul's, which continues to be the

official name of "Otey Parish," though

the name of the first bishop of

".
. . stayed at their posts rather than fleeing the city,

and recently their names have been attached. . . as a

lesser feast ..."

Communion, which in turn was named

for the first Archbishop of Canterbury.

Bishop and Vice-Chancellor Charles

Todd Quintard had visited Canterbury in

connection with his fund-raising tour of

England following the first Lambclh

Conference.

St. Augustine's Chapel was taken

down upon the activation of All Saints',

but its name was perpetuated in a side

aisle of the 1910-1957 chapel and now
is attached to the small chapel in the

wing of All Saints'. It contains the

altar, a cross given by the students, and

until last year pews and some of the

bishops' chairs of the original chapel.

SL Augustine's Avenue still runs

in front of Gailor Hall. Its

contemporary, St. Chrysostom's
Avenue, named for an ecumenical

patriarch, has vanished from Sewanee's

map.
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Tennessee and chancellor of the

University properly is assigned only to

the church building, rather than the

parish organization.

Bishop Quintard throughi that

Sewanee meant "Mother Mountain,"

though ethnologists of the Smithsonian

Institution believe that il meant

"southern," and the bishop attributed his

choice of St. Paul because the apostle

had preached on "MA[R]'s Hill" in

Alhens-a rather corny but delightful

story.

Next came St. Luke's Hall named
by its donor, Charlotte Morris

Manigault, because Bishop Quintard had

been a physician and medical school

professor before he became a priest. St.

Luke was by tradition a doctor. The
name continues for the hall, opened in

1879, although the seminary has moved
to the Academy campus. St. Luke's

Chapel retains its original name.

St, Mary's Convent took its name
from the Community of St. Mary, a

religious order for women, which

established its first home on the

Mountain in 1888. Several of St.

Mary's buildings have saints' names:

Elizabeth, Gabriel, Joseph. The new
convent chapel was dedicated in August

in tribute to four of the sisters,

Constance, Thecla, Frances and Ruth,

who died in the Memphis yellow fever

and cholera epidemic of 1878. They had

stayed at their posts rather than fleeing

the stricken city, and recently their

names have been attached to September

9 as a lesser feast in the Book of

Common Prayer.

The Sewanee person who is thus

commemorated is William Porcher

Dubose, chaplain and dean of the School

of Theology. His day is August 18.

The name of St. Andrew was first

used for one of the Mountain missions

in that vicinity, near a railroad

switching point, Gipson's Switch. The
founder of the Order of the Holy Cross

which administered the school until the

1970s, William Reed Huntington, is

also given a "lesser feast" day on July

27.

The Episcopal church at Midway is

named for another disciple, St. James.

At one time seminarians staffed nearly

20 mission churches in the area, with

St. James' being one of those surviving.

In Cowan St. Agnes' Church, named fpr

a Roman child martyr, had a similar

origin.

Finally, after St. Paul's parish

moved to Otey Church, its original

wooden building, which had been shared

with the while congregation, was turned

over to the black congregation. When
St. Paul's was taken down from its site

in the vicinity of the public school, the

new church for that congregation was
named St. Mark's. It continued until

the integration of Otey and St. Mark's

in the 1960s, and it was finally

deconsecrated about 1970. St. Mark's

Community Center continues the name
of the gospeler.

It is coincidental but particularly

suitable that AH Saints' bears that

name, for the first of Bishop Quintard's

addresses in England was made on All

Saints' Day, 1867. He and the Bishop

of Capetown made appeals for support

and divided the offering, 15 pounds each,

the first of the 2,500 pounds which
English churchmen gave to make
possible the opening of the University

by the deadline required in the gift of

5,000 acres of land by the Sewanee
Mining Company in 1858.
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Dukakis Bentsen
The Rest ofthe Story,

andMore Food for Serious Thought

There has been a deluge of negative television commercials sponsored by the Bush Campaign
designed to make Mike Dukakis appear soft on crime and soft on defense. Listed below are some
facts and comparisons for your consideration.

Dukakis Soft on Crime? Dukakis Soft on Defense?
Dukakis stands committed to a strong America with a

strong defense. Mike Dukakis has also had the courage to state

up front that tough decisions will have to be made about which

weapon systems are needed and cost effective. Dukakis is for

the Stealth Bomber, the D-5 submarine program with newer
cruise missiles, SDI research at the 1983 or $1 billion level, and

sound fiscal management of the Pentagon to facilitate a

stronger conventional force.

George Bush has not committed to cutting any proposed

weapon system and offers no explanation as to how he will pay

for them.

Other Facts of Interest
George Bush's proposed cut in the Capital Gains tax

from 33% to 15% will give George Bush $22,000.00 more for each

of the next three years. This is more money than 18.6% of the

American families make in one year. In case you are

wonderin, Mike Dukakis will receive absolutely nothing from

Bush's proposal.
From 1980 to 1987 the poverty rate has increased by .5%

as compared to .4% for the entire ten year period prior to 1980.

The top 1% and 5% income groups, however, have had gains in

income of 70% and 25% respectively. Middle class income has

had a slight gain of 3% which was achieved for the most part by

the entry of the spouse into the work force.

Notable Quotes

Mike Dukakis inherited from the Republican Governor

of Massachusetts a prison furlough program. This program
was typical of the type of furlough program that was established

by Governor Reagan of California, the Federal Prison Furlough

program and the halfway house in Texas that George Bush
help found for the early release of prisoners.

Each of these programs had tragic incidents. We have

all seen or heard about the Massachusetts prisoner that

escaped from furlough and raped a Maryland woman and beat

her husband. After that incident, Mike Dukakis stiffened

furlough regulations, winning praise from both Time and U.S.

News & World Renort . Little known, however, is that in 1981 a

resident of the Bush sponsored halfway house escaped and
raped and murdered a minister's wife. One year later Bush
praised his sponsored halfway house/early release program as

a "tremendous example" of volunteerism.

As governor of Massachusetts, Mike Dukakis brought

drug education into the school system, starting at the

elementary level. He increased monetary allocation to

enforcement agencies and instituted stiffer mandatory
penalties for drug offenders. In Massachusetts through
Dukakis' leadership, there are five times as many drug
offenders in prison in 1987 than in 1983; crack and cocaine use

has fallen by five times the national average.

Mike Dukakis proposes an international summit to

establish enforcement working relationships with drug
producing nations. Mike Dukakis proposes foreign aid support

to cooperating nations, and military and economic support at

home to drug enforcement agencies. Mike Dukakis will

establish a Drug Enforcement Chief, one person to oversee the

cooperative efforts of all enforcement agencies rather than the

current uncoordinated attempt at enforcement by many
agencies.

As CIA chief, George Bush maintained Drug kingpin

Noriega on the payroll. Noriega was removed from the payroll

during the Carter administvice ration. During the

Reagan/Bush administration he was returned to the payroll.

As Vice President, George Bush presided oyer the

duties of drug enforcement. Cocaine flow into the U. S. is three

times higher now than it was when Reagan/Bush took office.

Bush supported Noriega, and the Iran-Contra-Drug scandal.

Bush has not designated a plan to appoint a Chief Drug
enforcement person. If we rely on the past administration's

method, then Dan Quayle will be in charge of drug
enforcement.

The right to vote is a valued American freedom. Please exercise that right. Please give it the kind

of serious consideration that it deserves. Don't be swayed by the negative emotional ads that are

trying to sway you from an informed position. A closer investigation will show that Mike Dukakis

is the candidate with the leadership qualities that will insure the preservation of our American

freedoms and values. Fight a RealWar on Crime and Drugs.

Keep America Strong and Secure.

Vote Dukakis Bentsen
Paid for by the College Democrats, Stephanie Woodham Chairperson.

"Waffling is nothing new in politics, but Bush has

raised it to an art form. What makes waffling dangerous is that

it impairs one's ability to govern."

Michael Kramer. "Is he a Reagan or a

Rockefeller?" ITS. News & World Report . October 24,

"The best preparation for the Presidency is a Governorship."

President Ronald Reagan, during his 1980

campaign.

"Watch who I select for Vice President, that will tell all."

George Bush, 1988 campaign.
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OPINION

Letters to the Editor-

Missed Point

To the Editor:

[RE: Letters to the Editor, October

17]

Julie Rice objected to The Purple's

priming on its Opinion page an article

supporting vice-president George Bush.

Opinion pages arc so named because

thai is precisely what they reflect:

opinions. Editorials do not have as

their aim pure objectivity. They

purport, rather, to express a point of

view. If a writer were coerced into

composing a strictly objective piece,

that piece would cease to be his

"opinion," would it not?

Sincerely,

Joy Archer

With Sympathy

To the Editor

John Donne once wrote: "No man
is an island."

I recently had to discuss this point

in one of my classes, and I explained

that Donne meant all people need others

for support and comfort on a variety of

levels to lead richer and more complete

lives. My professor look this further,

saying all people are part of a web,

interconnected and interdependent on

each other. The example he used was

that if a man died in the United States,

the effects could even be fell here in

Paris.

Curriculum Controversy
In a statement replete with the word "modest," a faculty task force this

week proposed curriculum changes which are anything but that. At a time

when change at Sewanee is being discussed at all levels, the observations

and proposals which surfaced are disturbing in a number of ways.

The proposed revisions are justified by the claim that the current

system prevents the students and faculty from achieving "innovations" that

are needed to deal with the concerns that the committee lists. This is,

however, a specious argument, for the concerns seem to have materialized

out of thin air. The report cites no specific evidence that justify in any way
the proposals which follow.

It's impossible to lose an argument like that.

The proposals would create a curriculum similar to those adopted at

Eastern universities in the 1960s. Sewanee withstood that move toward an

academic program that eschewed fundamental core requirements at the

time, and we see no reason now to play catch-up to a curriculum which
deemphasizes a strong and traditional educational experience.

Innovation for the sake of innovation is pointless. The working
group's recommendation for two "writing courses" is particularly
mystifying, for one of the basic tenets of a Sewanee education-of any
liberal education, for that matter-is the experience of English 101, an
introduction to the literature and thought that forms the basis of Western
culture. The writing required in that one course itself generally runs
around seven or eight papers, and, more important, no rationale whatever
is given for not merely keeping English 101 intact.

By proposing to reduce the requirement of History 101 and 102 to only
one history course, the committee relieves the faculty of the burden of
teaching these two courses but simultaneously relieves students of the
requirement of learning the basic events in the Western world from the
Neolithic age to the Cold War. Again, no argument for this reduction is

given.

We cannot see, based on the assertions of the document alone, the
reason why it would be at all desirable to implement the proposed changes.

So I am reminded of this lesson

today after 1 learned of Zack's death.

Zack and I were nol great friends;

however, Sewanee has lhal magic power

of bringing people together who might

not ordinarily meet because of its close-

knit, accepting atmosphere.

I had a parly al my home in Atlanta

once when 1 was a freshman, and I was

so flattered that Zack showed up. Now I

realize that he won't be graduating with

me this spring and I can't make any

sense out of the situation.

So here I sit, 10,000 miles from

Sewanee, reflecting on the transiency of

life and grieving for Zack's family and

for all of you al Sewanee. I pray that

you will find support and comfort in

this sad lime and know thai his loss is

suffered all around the world. Although

I can'l be there physically, my thoughts

arc with y'all. and I love and miss you

very much.

Sincerely,

Julie Wcslcrgaard

Class of 1989

Paris, France

Bravo Hodge

To the Editor,

1 thoroughly enjoyed Roger Hodges

aritcle "Liberal Arts Simply Not
Enough." Although I am only a mere

freshman and may not have been on the

campus long enough to get a true

feeling for Sewanee, I have found a

tradition of acceptance here.

Unfortunately it is not an acceptance of

new ideas but an embracing of

chauvanism and racism. I have been

told by friends and family that these

prejudices are not peculiar to this

institution. I agree that they are not,

but in most schools and towns it is the

individual who is living in Ihe Dark

Ages and not ihe communily. I am not

trying lo imply that everyone at this

university truly believes that women or

other races are inferior, but lhat the

community as a whole seems to

cultivate these attitudes. Sewanee is a

special place, and it is a shame that the

women and the other minorities who
live here have not felt strongly enough

about themselves and the school to slop

being passive and lo start demanding

respect.

Christian Confusion

To the Editor:

I found Mr. Roger Hodge's article

in the September 23 issue of the Purple

lo be very interesting, if a little naive

and unfocused.

Mr. Hodge makes several

observations which warrant a challenge,

but I wish to address two in particular.

Mr. Hodge seems to believe (as do
others, apparently) lhat a"a uniformly

Christian student body" is inconsistent

with the "ideal liberal arts environment"

(which remains undefined!). This is an

assumption purely, which indicates

confusion in Mr. Hodge's mind between

"Christian" and "Sectarian," and the

corollary that the "Christian" mind is in

some way closed to non-Christian ideas.

That this conclusion is absurd is so

obvious, it seems scarcely worthwhile

to argue it: were it not so, the ideas of

Aristotle and Plato, the poetry of Virgil

and Omar Khayyam, the religious

systems of Buddha and Confucious, to

name but a few, would be unknown in

the Western World. Patently, this is

not so.

Further in his article, Mr. Hodge
slates lhat "unhealthy homogeneity ....

breeds intolerance and violence". He
also avers that "the best way to leam

how to tolerate 'different' people, to be

kind to others, to live with others, is to

live with others." Both Mr. Hodge's

logic, and presumably, his experience of

the world are al fault here. Examine the

first statement: if one were indeed

living in an homogeneous society,

against whom would the "intolerance

and violence" be directed?

I cannot think of any known human
society which is/has been entirely free

of intolerance and violence: therefore I

conclude that there is no such thing as

an entirely homogeneous society.

Many societies, however, have existed

which were racially, or ethnically, or

religously homogeneous, but

nevertheless experienced intolerance and

SEE LETTERS, PAGE 8
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OPINION

A Question of Responsibility

When the history of the 1988

campaign is written, it wilt no doubt be

replete with references to the "handlers"

and the "negativism" that dominated the

news and editorial columns this year.

There is something strange going

on here. Editorialists write against the

alleged manipulation of the process by
those professionals who take polls,

pinpoint what they call the "hot button"

issues, and formulate a rhetorical and

commercial response for their candidate

to articulate.

It is as though the press has just

stumbled on the modem political arena.

Last week, in a wispy cover piece, Time
magazine discussed the mythology that

has sprung up around the 1960

presidential race. We think that

America seemed more innocent then,

they wrote, a land that knew nothing of

Vietnam or Watergate or Kent State.

The irony in all of this is that

although the media recognizes that the

vision of 1960 as a mythical, simpler

time, is not strictly true, they persist in

insisting that 1988 represents some sort

of abberation in the American political

culture.

The argument that the Bush-

Dukakis race has not lived up to some

mysterious standard presupposes that

past presidential campaigns have been

intelligent, engaging, and productive

affairs.

But what is consistently overlooked

is that the "Tippecanoe and Tyler Too"

sort of packaging predates Roger Ailes

by 150 years.

Those who express outrage at the

Bush television commercial that depicts

the Massachusetts prison "revolving

door" seem to have forgotten the 1964

Lyndon Johnson ad that implied that

Barry Goldwater longed to blow up little

girls who pick flowers in fields.

But there is a deeper and more

fundamental question at work in this

debate over the substance—or lack of it—

in the campaign. Although we have

allowed our presidential races to take on

the trappings of a circus since the

emergence of the party system in the

early 19th century, there is a question

whether we should be satisfied with this

intellectually hollow spectacle.

American popular politics appeal to

the worst in us all. Perhaps die best

recent case of this was the turbulent

1968 race between the then "new"

Richard Nixon and Hubert Humphrey.

The late Theodore H. White, the

writer and scholar who transformed the

business of reporting presidential

campaigns with his epochal book on

The Making of the President--! 960,

wrote in his similar work on the 1968

campaign that "the fall of 1968. ..was

full, thus, of the sound of an ominous
future.. .at the lop, American politics

was directed with detached precision by

new professionals of opinion-analysis."

The ominous future is now. The
men who came to power in the Nixon
organization of that year, including H.

R. Haldeman and current Bush media
adviser Ailes, set the agenda that Bush's

and Dukakis' handlers are following this

fall. Nixon had his "secret plan;"

Dukakis has his IRS revenue army
notion.

But just because vapidity and

manipulation predate this fall's exercise

in "visuals" and "sound bites" does not

excuse it from scrutiny. That the Bush
appeals to the old Nixon "Silent

Majority" on law and order issues has

taken him from IS points down in July

to what is generally agreed at this hour

to be a pending electoral landslide

underscores the point that the American

people themselves must bear some of

the responsibility for the hollowness of

the campaign.

White wrote that "it is the choice of

leaders that creates the personality of a

political community," and, if this were

true, then our collective national

political personality is one that has fed

and continues to feed on our basest

instincts. It is not the candidates who

have lost their moral bearings; it is

ourselves.

The fault does not lie with the John

Sassos and Lee Atwatcrs of the world,

for we created them by our own
acceptance of packaged visuals and
ultimately irrelevant issues.

We cannot blame the pollsters for

what they found; they just asked the

questions. We answered them, watched

their subsequent commercials and
listened to their incessant rhetoric about

crime and competence.

Perhaps most critically, we reacted.

To listen to Bush and his men, Dukakis

is just another wimpish Eastern liberal

who probably eats a lot of quiche.

Bush, in Dukakis' portrayal, is the

eternal No. 2 yes-man who deals with "a

drug-running Panamanian dictator" all

the time. Both are superficial and

largely false characterizations, and, at

any rate, they have little to do with how
the next President will govern.

The trouble is that we bought it.

1988 will go down as the year when the

elements unleashed in 1968 came
together finally to produce a campaign
edited for television. But we all tuned

Jon M ear,ham, a sophomore in the

College, is Associate Editor of The

Sewanee Purple.
'

ROGER

HODGE

I recently read Milan Kundera's The

Book ofLaughter and Forgetting and his

two central themes struck me as

particularly appropriate for the current

discourse in which we are engaged.

Kundera posits two metaphysical

attitudes that we represent with the same

physiological function: laughter.

Lately I have strived to create what

Kundera calls the laughter of devils; an

evil, malicious laughter that delights in

destruction and the revelation that things

are not as they seem, or that "things

have turned out differently from the way
they tried to seem."

I try to provoke this laughter by

adopting a provocatively irreverent

stance that just barely (or not quite)

overstates my own opinions. This

laughter often strikes a nervous lone

when it grows out of cynicism and a

suspicion that even though we may be

correct in our analysis, or at least

striking in the general area of that

Irreverence Doesn't Equal Hatred
indefinable force that crushes us into

conformity, it really won't make any

difference. We get a perverse thrill out

of laughing at this self-propagating

institution — perverse because we like,

love, adore Sewanee in spite/because of

the problems away from which we
would rather turn.

The other kind of laughter is an

affirmation: "it is the serious laughter

of angels expressing their joy of being."

We easily forget this laughter, indulge

in destructive mirth and over-zealous

criticism that breeds equally enthusiastic

retribution and clumsy censorship

petitions.

I have been derided as a hypocrite,

an artsy pretender — I've even been

accused in the pages of this newspaper

of being a liberal! (I've also received a

tremendous amount of encouragement,

but that's not my point, is it?) Sewanee

hates criticism. We would like to sit

comfortably atop our Mountain and rest
'

secure in the knowledge that we are

getting a top-notch education — every

bit as good as an Ivy League education -

- without considering that our idyllic

community has serious problems.

Unfortunately, the generation of

destructive laughter may ultimately

damage only the progenitor. People

forget that I use the pronoun "we," that

I include myself in my criticisms, that

attacking me doesn't refute my
arguments.

I would also encourage joyous

laughter, the laughter without an object

of derision; encourage the laughter that

comes from sitting on the stone

columns in Fiery Gizzard in the late

afternoon, forty feet in the air, inches

from the brilliant leaves of a sugar

maple, with the sound of a waterfall

below. We are sinfully privileged to

live in the midst of the prototypical

North American forest with the

Domain's thousands of acres, Slate and

National parks within easy reach.

Anyone who must experience the

purity of natural, unconscious beauty,

who craves a bright sky, shade, running

water to counteract the pain and

confusion of having to sit in an

automobile as it pours its own annual

weight of carbon into the atmosphere,

the lungs and minds of men and women
-- not to mention the unconscious

beauty — could overlook the more

obvious faults inherent in this

bustling, diverse, politically correct

liberal arts college and Sewanee, I would

(and did) choose the latter. I knew
Sewanee was neurotically preoccupied

with tradition when I came here. And
although I did not recognize the

admissions policy that actively seeks to

encourage, "our kind of student," and

was not aware of the lack of even token

efforts at minority recruitment, I would

not have gone to another university if I

had. At least a few students here share

my opinion in this respect.

In your zeal to reject my criticisms,

do not forget that every university has

serious problems, that an awareness and

discussion of those problems is a

necessary part of a healthy intellectual

community. And, as I hasten to close

this embarrassingly apologetic epistle,

please do not forget that it does not

follow that a critic must despise the

object of his criticism. On the contrary,

I would think that a film critic, for

example, is also a lover of films.

Roger Hodge, a senior in the College, is

a regular columnist for The Sewanee

Purple.
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OPINION
Charges Unfounded

Dukakis Not Weak on Crime, Defense
By Luke Wright

Gucsl Columnist

Since coming to the Mountain this

fall 1 have often been lambasted for my

support of Michael Dukakis. During

these friendly arguments two points

always seem to surface: Mike Dukakis

is soft on crime, and Mike Dukakis is

soft on defense. Here I would like to

address these two issues.

In the September 28 issue of The

Christian Science Monitor James Alan

Fox--a respected professor of Criminal

Justice at Northeastern University in

Boston-addresses the point of the

infamous furlough program, and

presents many facts which counter the

argument that Dukakis is soft on crime.

First Michael Dukakis did nto start

the furlough program; it was started in

1972 by former Republican Governor

Francis Sergeant. Furthermore, 45

states and the federal government allow

furloughs. Most of these slates-

including Texas-grant furloughs to

first-degree murderers.

Next, Bush's charge that

Massachusetts lets murderers out before

they would be paroled in other stales is

simply wrong. The national average

time served by a murderer before parole

is seven and one-half years. In

Massachusetts a first-degree murderer

must serve at least twelve and a half

years before he can be furloughed, a

second-degree murderer cighL

And here it seems appropriate to

point out two facts which are

overlooked far too .often: prisoners who

participate in furlough programs have

substantially lower rate of recidivism

than those who do not, and well over

ninety-nine percent of furloughed

prisoners do not in any way abuse the

system. We seem to overlook all the

good points of the program, and instead

focus on its one truly tragic incident.

Simply put, Massachusetts is tougher

on murderers than most states with

furlough programs.

To end the observations on crime, I

Letters (from page 7)
violence. Il may be the case, therefore,

that it is a necessary condition of the

human mind to create "otherness" in

order to satisfy a craving to belong to a

more exclusive sub-set. The idealist

may deplore such a craving, but if he

finds a method of altering human nature,

many people would like to hear of it!

The "bottom line" of Mr. Hodge's

article appears to be that an

"affirmatave-action"-type admissions

policy should be adopted at Sewanee in

order to destroy the "unhealthy

homogeneity" of the campus. Such a

policy would be more distruptive than

Mr. Hodge can comprehend, and is,

furthermore, an insult to the minorities

it is meant to assist. The only

admissions policy of indisputable

integrity is to continue to admit
students on the basis of MERIT,
irrespective of race, ethnicity, or sex!

Furthermore, Mr. Hodge and any others

who may feel inclined to jump on the

bandwagon of multicultural ism should

ask themselves, seriously, whether they

truly believe that to replace the "tyranny

of the majority" by the "tyranny of the

minority" is genuinely progressive, or

even consonant with the ultimate

survival of liberal democracy!"

Sincerely,

Mrs. Sharlene Proctor

B.A. Hon.
Huntsville, Alabama

More on Gowns

To the Editor

[RE: Mr. Ashok Rao's letter of

October 17, 1988]

Since you are a Freshman, I can

understand why the purpose, function

and tradition of the Order of Gownsmen

may seem foreign to you. As far as I

know, no other institution besides

Sewanee awards its students an academic

gown before graduation, and Sewanee

awards it before graduation only to those

students who have shown they can

graduate on time. Those facts make the

Order of Gownsmen a bit more

mysterious.. .as well as more distinctive

and special.

May I begin by referring you to

pages 14-18 of the Sewanee Student

Handbook; I'm not sure if you have seen

them. There you will find that the

Order of Gownsmen was chartered in

1873 and thai Sewanee students have

worn gowns as "badge ot academic

distinction ever since." (Not as a "badge

of student distinction" as you had

asserted.) On those pages, you will also

find the requirements for membership,

the duties of that membership, and the

relation of that membership to the

Student Assembly.

My point is twofold: students are

not chosen as members of the Order of

Gownsmen simply because they have an

"ability to govern;" and the Order of

Gownsmen transcends the normal

"governmental body." The gown is not

a symbol of governing ability; it is a

symbol of academic leadership which in

turn warrants other leadership

responsibilities.

Before 1970, the Order of

Gownsmen served as the student

government organization. Some
students like yourself who believed the

intelligent were not necessarily the best

leaders formed the Delegate Assembly;

today it is the Student Assembly, which

works together with the OG as the other

think a quotation from Fox speaks best.

"The furlough of murderers is a non-

issue in the campaign for the

presidency. Street crimes like murder

and rape fall under stale jurisdiction."

Michael Dukakis is not soft on

defense. He proposes increasing the

strength of our conventional forces—

especially in the are of tanks and anti-

tanks-to balance the deficit in troop

strength we now have in relation to the

Warsaw Pact. As Dukakis stales in the

position papers issued by his campaign:

"...investing in our conventional forces

will do more to reduce the risk of

nuclear war [than the Midgetman

missile]-because conventional weakness

invites conventional war, and

conventional war can lead to nuclear

war."

Dukakis supports the maintenance

of a survivable nuclear deterrent force, in

a sea, air, and land based triad. He is in

favor of the stealth bomber. He
supports continued research on the D-5

missile. He does not support the MX

or Midgetman missile systems on the

grounds that they are not needed in

maintaining an effective deterrent.

Dukakis supports continued

research on strategic defense, but at

about the levels of funding in 1983-

before the Strategic Defense Initiative

was announced. This policy is based on

the view of the vast majority of

scientists--who think that SDI is an

unrealizable idea.

Those are the facts, the official

stands. Michael Dukakis does not

intend to break down our defenses; he

wants to strengthen them. Michael

Dukakis is neither soft on crime nor on

defense.

As students it seems prudent to

examine the issues from both sides of

the fence and not blindly accept the

partisan information provided by one

group. It is important that we educate

ourselves before we cast our vote. And

above all we must vote.

Luke Wright is a freshman in the

college.

half of Sewanee's student government I

don't think it would be fair if the OG
were still Sewanee's only legislative or

leadership body, and we are not. There

are as many organizations in which

student leaders can express their

opinions and/or use their talents at

Sewanee. The Regents and Trustees,

the ones who really make the decisions,

even the gown decision, hear from all

the student government groups.

When we as the Order of

Gownsmen decided that proctors who
didn't have the required grades should not

be invested with a gown, we had this in

mind: proctors were already well

represented and compensated as leaders

so that it was not necessary or advisable

to invest them considering the OG's

traditions for membership. Proctors

receive a healthy stipend, first choice in

rooms, and most importantly a well

heard student voice in the

administration. We reasoned: if no

other student leaders were given the

advantage of reduced GPA requrements,

why should proctors have il? And a

second question: where does one draw

the line in deciding which leaders get in

the OG and which don't? SOLUTION:
solve both problems by restoring

consideration for membership to

academic requirements only.

Mr. Rao, you asked, "Is the

intelligent (student) also the wisest

(student) and the best leader?" I feel you

have taken the "gownsmen v. leader"

question out of context of the

University of the South. One of the

most important values held by the

University is that of scholarship. I

would contend that the trustees gave the

Vice-Chancellor the power to invest

qualified students with the gown (and

therefore, a leadership role) because they

were proving themselves to be

knowledgeable, critical thinkers capable

of making decisions important to

Sewanee.

Mr. Rao, the OG heard an opinion

similar to yours before making our

decision, but our sentiment was to

return the OG to the strictly academic

organization it was founded to be. We
are looking into that decision to make

sure it maintains and promotes the

ideals and traditions of the University.

If it does, we will vote again and ask the

Trustees if they will change the

University's constitution so that only

those academically qualified will be

invested with the gown.

Sincerely,

Rob Wood
Nick Bennett

Strong Words

To the Editor:

Bravo Roger Hodge. I hope

that the unprintable son of a ruptured

deleted who made that asinine statement

is plagued with Amazon-infested

nightmares, and wakes one day to find

his job is, gone because an intelligent,

open-minded woman has made him an

expendable commodity in this "man's

world."

Sincerely,

Kate Hardy
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Donaldson Addresses
Feminist Concerns

By Holly Patrick
Features Editor

"Feminism is about empowerment
...about empowering women to take

responsibility for their lives. It is

about helping those who haven't had
power to understand it and to claim
their own power".

So says Dr. Mara Donaldson, the

newest addition to "the minority" - not

of women, but of feminist thinkers --

at The University of the South.

Donaldson is a visiting assistant

professor of religion in place of Dr.
Larry Carden who is on sabbatical this

semester. She holds a Masters Degree
in Theology from Vanderbilt, and a
PhD from Emory in Atlanta.

This semester she is teaching two
Religion 111 classes, Religion and
Fantasy, and Philosophy of Religion.

Students say Donaldson is not the

typical sort of Sewanee professor, not
only because she is a woman, but also

because of some ideas and ways of
thinking and teaching that seem out of
place in a conservative, male-oriented
liberal arts school like Sewanee.

She discourages the use of sexist

language by students in her classes, and
she requires every student to participate

in discussion so that no students,

especially women, feel uncomfortable
expressing his or her ideas in class.

She uses dialogue, instead of lecture,

as her primary teaching tool.

Donaldson says she tries try to offer

a perspective that is different from the

very traditional, classic education that

usually presented. She tries to include

alternative, and sometimes feminist,

views in the material she teaches.

ARREST FROM PAGE 2 ^_^^_
Saussy has been on the lam from

federal authorities since April 1987,

when he disappeared. At the time,

Saussy claimed he could not gain

admission to the Federal Prison Camp
in Atlanta when he reported there to

begin a one-year term for not filing his

tax return.

Leonard's story Wednesday began
around 1 1 a.m. (CDT) when a team of

DEA and IRS agents arrested him
outside the post office in the village of

Sewanee.

As agents led him into the hearing

before Powers in Chattanooga, Leonard
said, "I was going to the post office, and
when I parked, they came up behind me
so that I couldn't get out. 1 guess they

thought I was going to run."

He said an officer named "Smith"

displayed a badge and told him he was
under arrest. But Leonard said he told

the men he did not want to go with

them because they did not have an arrest

warrant or charge.

"Some people think religion is loo

subjective," she says, "but that's

wrong. It is biased, and it's important

to understand what the bias is."

She believes that "values are being
accepted, and if you learn to deal with
them in religion, you can leam to deal
with them in other classes."

Last spring Donaldson taught
feminist theology at the seminary, and
she says she met with "a lot of
resistance from men and women" on
some of her views.

"Sewanee is about twenty years
behind in (feminist theological)

issues", she says. Donaldson calls

herself a feminist because she "wants

people to have to take notice of
women's issues".

She tries to be a "model of a
reasonable and enlightened woman who
sees that being a woman has shaped
theology".

Donaldson was recently asked by
AWARE to speak on the presidential

candidates' views on women' s issues.

She said she thinks the formation of
AWARE is good because it is a
grassroots-type, organization, and
"that's the kind of thing that needs to

happen" at Sewanee.

She sees the University as still

being dominated by "stereotypical male
and female sex roles".

Donaldson is appalled at the fact

that there are courses at Sewanee which

do not include the reading of any
women writers in the course material.

"It is inconceivable in 1988 not to

include women in mainstream
courses," she says. "A Sewanee
education puts an emphasis on learning

certain parts of a tradition, and not who
is left out of it."

HM^uu

DR. MARA DONALDSON brings some controversial ideas to her teaching oost
(Photo by Dee Davis)

'

Donaldson says the homogeneity
here was surprising to her when she
came, and she says, " Think how much
richer our lives would be if we had real

noncomformity". Sewanee is good at

teaching one sort of education, but does
not cultivate diversity and nurture

differences."

However, the new Vice-
Chancellor's vision, she says, has the

"potential of breaking down some of
the homogeneous, one-point-of-view"

kind of attitude here.

She was pleasantly surprised,

however, to see how well-educated and
interested the students here have been.

Donaldson said she had been told that

the students here were not very

motivated, but that she found them to

be just the opposite.

"I was surprised that a small liberal

arts school in Tennessee would have

such a high quality of students", she

says. Immediately before coming to

Sewanee, Donaldson taught at

Lafayette College in Eastern

Pennsylvania.

Donaldson was invited to teach

"Religion and Fantasy" here, and she

says she has "a class of terrific

students". She developed this course,

has taught it a number of times, and

has found it is very popular.

"The course deals with literature

that is not mainstream, " she says,

"and students want more of this".

Last year Donaldson received a

grant to write a book, which was
published at the end of October. The
title of the book is Holy Places are

Dark Places: C. S. Lewis and Paul

Ricoeur on Narrative Transformation,

and has been used by Donaldson in

some of her classes.

"They grabbed my right arm and
pulled it up behind be.. .at which time

(Smith) used pretty rough, foul

language and said I was Posse
Comitatas." Leonard said he docs not

believe in and does not belong to the

Posse Comitatas. It is an extremist,

violence-oriented group.

Leonard said the officers put
handcuffs on him so tightly that they

"restricted my circulation," and officers

wouldn't loosen the cuffs when he

reported the problem to them.

That assertion was later disputed by
one of the IRS agents involved in the

case. IRS agent Jim Bolton said that

during the trip to Chattanooga, Leonard

"never mentioned a word (about the

handcuffs) and went to sleep. (He) slept

all the way until we pulled up here."

Assistant U.S. Attorney John Mac
Coon said that as far as he knows,

Leonard was not roughed up during the

arrest. "I'm told that he put up some
slight resistance to going with them in

their vehicle to Chattanooga," Mac
Coon said. "He indicated that he did not

want to go with them and they had to

escort him into the vehicle and used no
more than necessary force and in no way
injured him."

Leonard said as the agents were
driving him from Sewanee, they
mentioned "something about breaking

my probation" but that he did not see

the arrest warrant until he got to the

U.S. Marshal's office in Chattanooga.

Meanwhile the witnesses had
reported what they saw to the Sewanee
Police, who asked for help from the

Franklin County Sheriffs Department.

"According to the citizens who saw
it, these guys came out of the '84

Oldsmobile, roughed him around, and
then threw him in the back of the car,"

said Franklin County Investigator Dale
Hesketh. "These people didn't know
who was in the car, but they did know
Dr. Leonard, so they reported it as a

kidnapping."

Hesketh said the agents "got by"

local officers who were looking for the

auto, but Hesketh said "it's a good
thing" officers did not stop the federal

agents.

Hesketh said more than an hour

later, the U.S. Marshal's office in

Chattanooga told local authorities what
had happened. Hesketh said he
complained about the way the arrest

was handled. "What would be wrong
with stopping at the first telephone or

nearest police agency to let them know
that an arrest has been made?" the

Franklin County officer asked.

Mac Coon said he was not familiar

with details about how the arrest was
handled with local authorities. "I'm sure

the general policy is to coordinate with

local police," he said.

Used by permission of The
Chattanooga Times, ©1988. Kopper is

an alumnus of the University and a

former editor ofThe Sewanee Purple,
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Tigers Return After

Two Weekend Wins
By Dave Folds

Staff Writer

The Sewanee men's soccer team

returned from Indiana after a successful

weekend trip October 22 and 23. The

squad first defeated Rose Hulman
Institute of Technology 2-0 Saturday,

with senior captain Sean Gibson and

freshman Stuart Adam scoring for the

Tigers.

On Sunday, the Tiger's had to settle

for a 1-1 lie in overtime against a tough

Earlham squad, which is highly ranked

in their region. Sophomore Brad

Williams scored Sewance's lone goal on

a second-half header. Coach Todd White

praised the squad for their excellent

defensive play, especially 'sophomore

sweeper Dennis Darnoi and freshman

keeper Jeff HunL
Gibson's second-half goal against

Rose Hulman was the highlight of the

weekend. Scoring his sixty-seventh

career goal, the All-Amcrican candidate

passed Eddie McKeilhen as Sewanee's

all-time leading scorer. Coach White
was "very pleased that Sean broke the

record." Senior Neville "Funk" Bilbrey

embellished, "Sean's the best Thai's all

ihere is to it."

On a sadder note, sophomore transfer

Clement Riddle was injured in Sunday's

game and developed compartment

syndrome in his lower leg. He had

surgery Tuesday night and will be out

for the remainder of the season.

The weekend trip also secured the

College Athletic Conference
championship for the Tigers, who are

now 12-4-1. Sewanee has been ranked

as high as fourth in the South, although

a tough 2-1 defeat at the hands of NAIA
powerhouse Alabama-Hunisville should

lower that standing. Despite that defeat

and Sunday's tic, the Tiger's still have

an outside chance at receiving a national

bid.

That hope rests on the defeat of a

higher-ranked team in the region this

weekend or an additional place in the

tournament being granted to this region,

the nation's toughest. Still, as Coach

White admits, "the chances are very

slim."

White recently commented on the

excellent play of the squad. The Tigers,

he noted, are playing a stronger schedule

<^/f- <d\l\oik
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Announcing the Opening

Of our Second Store

Come Visit lis in out 9s[ew Sewanee Store

Located next to the Tost Office in the Qrey 'House

To Introduce Ourselves to Sewanee Students

We are offering a 20% 'Discount from 9fyv. 1-12.

We Offer great Ladies' Clothing and Accessories.

9dost are designed by Wanda Webb.

Christmas is just around the corner, so it's a great time to

start shopping for the holiday season.

598-9712
In Sewanee
Next to the Post Office

Mon - Sat 9am - 5pm 967-4434

In Winchester

Just off the Square

SEAN GIBSON became Sewanee's all-time leading scorer in the Earlham game.

(Photo by Lyn Hutchinson)

than before and dominating games.

Unfortunately, this domination has not

translated into wins on a couple of

occasions. As a whole, though, the

team has performed well agianst other

squads with superior talent.

The Tiger's final two games will be

at North Georgia College Saturday,

November 5, and at home against

Morehead State November 6. That

Sunday's game will begin at 1:00 pm.

The L@[
Presents

Fair

•Nine Varieties of Truffles

•Soaps and Comestibles

•Tye Dye Mary T-Shirts

^— From Sewanee •—

•Handwrought Jewelry /
Judith and Shipp Webb

•Pottery

Merissa Tobler & Gay Alvarez

•Wood Carvings

Elvin King The Lemon Faar

•Sewanee Post Cards University Avenue
Stephen Alvarez Sewanee, Tennessee

•Sewanee Silk Screened T-Shirts

Rosie Paschall & Richard Posen
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Basketball Readying for Busy Season
By Alex Bruce

Slqff Writer

The Sewanee Tigers look to their

1988-1989 season with a new head

coach, a new assistant coach, and a new
playing style which should win games
and excite the crowd. It is a period of

transition both on and off the court;

players hope these changes will come
together to produce a fine season.

Perhaps the most notable changes

have been seen in the coaching staff.

Bill Fenlon, last year's head coach, was
hired by CAC-rival Rose-Hulman;
stepping in as head coach is Tony
Wingen, Fenlon's assistant for the past

two years.

Wingen is excited about his new
position; he has always wanted to be a

head coach, and has trained for it for

years as both a player and as an assistant

coach on various levels. He is also

pleased because he has inherited a great

program; Sewanee basketball has never

been finer, he says.

A new addition to the coaching

staff, but not to the Mountain, is

Assistant Coach Tim Trantham.
Trantham graduated from Sewanee last

year, after having become the all-time

scoring leader for three-year players, and

the number 7 all-time scorer ever.

Trantham heard about Wingen's
promotion, and applied for assistant

coach; he was one of four candidates

interviewed, and, according to Wingen,

was clearly the best candidate for the

job.

Obviously, Trantham is very

familiar with the system at Sewanee.

As assistant coach, he will be called on

not only help Wingen on the sidelines,

but also to recruit potential players.

Wingen feels that Trantham will excel

in that capacity, for "Tim can sell

Sewanee like nobody else." Trantham

is excited about the opportunity to

coach. He wants to make coaching his

career and could not have asked for a

better break.

Experienced players make up the

bulk of the team this year. The Tigers

lost only two seniors from last year's

15-9 squad, which also went 5-5 in the

College Athletic Conference.

Unfortunately, these players were

scoring leader Trantham, and assist

leader John Morrissey. Yet of the 11

players on the roster, six are returnees

from last year.

Coach Wingen expects senior Tri-

Captains James Hallock, Steve Kenney,

and Scott Smith to lead the team as ably

as last year's seniors. According to

Wingen, Hallock is back to the form he

had as a sophomore, when he was a

threat from any position; he can drive to

the hoop or put it up from three-point

land at any time.

Steve Kenney led the CAC in three-

point percentage last year (37 of 73,

,506); he also led the team in offensive

rebounding. Scott Smith was an

outstanding back-up point guard behind

Morrissey last year, Wingen is excited

about his aggressive style of defense.

Three other players return from last

year's squad. Junior Mike Raeber started

in every game last year, as did

sophomore Kit Walsh. Wingen

describes Kit as an outstanding athlete

who is able to play almost anywhere on

the court Sophomore Bert White, who

saw limited action last year, now looks

better than ever. He stayed in Sewanee

over the summer and worked on all

aspects of his game; Wingen expects

him to be a great contributor this year at

both point guard and shooting guard.

This year also sees five new faces

on the court, although two of them

aren't new to Sewanee. Senior Todd

Turner has joined the team; Wingen

feels that his experiences as both a

student and rookie will help the

freshmen players adjust to college

demands. Sophomore Dee Anderson,

who as freshman started about half the

time and averaged 8 points and 5

rebounds a game, returns to the team
after spending a year in the Marine

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

OF INTERMATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Glendale, Arizona 85306 USA

A representative will be on campus

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1988

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

Interviews may be scheduled at

OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES

Corps.

Three freshmen have joined the

team; the two lowers of 6 foot 8 Jeff

Wlodarczak and 6 foot 7 David Zagoria

provide the Tigers with some much-

needed size. Kenny Dedrick completes

the roster; Wingen compares him to

Scott Smith, for he is a very intense

defensive player.

Wingen feels that with the athletic

ability of this year's squad, a slightly

different style of basketball will be

played in Juhan Gym. He expects to

push the ball up the court a lot, and

pressure hard on defense; this team will

be able to play fast and aggressively

because of the great athletic talent (for

example, at least 6 players are dunking

without difficulty) and the great depth of

the squad.

Wingen believes that this year's

team will fare very well in the CAC,
which is now as balanced as it has ever

been. Rose-Hulman is down on talent,

but will be better because Bill Fenlon

will be coaching there. Rhodes recruited

well and returns CAC-player of the year

Kevin McMillan. Centre, which won

the CAC for the 6th year, has everyone

back from last year's team. Earlham

also returns five starters. Fisk closes

out the CAC with good freshmen and

returning players. Other key non-

Conference matches include games with

NCAA Division I Winthrop, and

Division II Rollins and Florida

Southern.

Sewanee's home opener is a CAC
game against Fisk on Dec. 2. Wingen

applauds the fans for their support when

Sewanee was winning last year, and

hopes that they will continue to come
out and cheer. He believes that the fans

can win games for the Tigers simply by

giving them a psychological edge; just

as the crowd goes crazy for a good

game, so does the team play better for a

good crowd.

While Wingen feels that college

crowds can't be too nutty or rowdy, he

also feels that Sewanee fans are

intelligent enough to draw the line

between sportsmanlike cheering and

unsportsmanlike abuse.

Because the Tigers are playing such

a tough schedule, Walsh feels that if

they win, they can earn national

recognition again (last year's team was
ranked #20 in the nation at one point).

The team is also pleased with the

coaching situation. Steve Kenney, who
has played under Bobby Dwyer, Bill

Fenlon, and now Tony Wingen, has

seen a sense of rapport develop between

the coaches and players; the relationship

between athlete and coach are now much
closer.

Sewanee 3mt
WELCOMES

University
Student Charges

Your Home Away
From Home

* BERT'S HOME COOKED FOOD
* GREAT STEAKS
* OUR FAMOUS SUNDAY BUFFET
* FANTASTIC PIZZA
* 25* SOFT DRINKS
* SO* MUG OF BEER

BUDWESER AND MILLER UGHT
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Maryville Downs Ailing Sewanee 20-10
By Mike Raeber

Staff Writer

Plagued by injuries, the Sewanee

Tigers limped to Maryville College Oct.

15, only to receive a 20-10 thumping

by the Scots. Once again, mistakes

proved to be the Tigers' downfall.

Sewanee entered the contest with a

3-3 record, thinking that this was a

game they should win. But the Scots,

who had been 0-4 this season, had some

ideas of their own. They took advantage

of six Sewanee turnovers and eight

sacks to take control of a game which

was otherwise evenly played.

Sewanee went into the game
missing three defensive slarters due to

injury: defensive lineman Ray
MacGowan, linebacker Brian Petty, and

defensive end Ken Brandt. On offense,

the Tigers were without the services of

tackle Pete Seigmund, fullback Paul

Scotland, and tight, end Robin
Henderson (who left the game in the

First half).

Head Coach Bill Samko, however,

refused to use the injuries as an excuse

for the loss.

"We just didn't play well," he said.

"We're not the kind of team that's

physically gifted enough to win when
we turn the ball over like that."

Looking to rebound from two

consecutive losses to nationally ranked

teams, the Tigers put themselves in a

hole early in the contest. Late in the

East from page 3

Secretary of the Communist Party, he is

still weaker than many Soviet leaders

who preceded him.

He said that many Americans have

well-founded fears that the Soviets

might be using this period to rebuild

their military and economy. He recalled

that the Soviets declared a unilateral

policy of peaceful co-existence and

abandoned the spread of communism by
force.

However there has been a large

Soviet military buildup and the 1979

invasion of Afghanistan "so Americans

wonder if the policy will be only on
paper or a reality ... even many Soviets

worry," Raskolnikov said.

At this point the discussion became
a debate over the chances of success for

the reform movement in the East-Bloc.

Kohler maintained that the changes were
both necessary and desired in his home
country, and that their popularity stems

from the East German fear of nuclear

holocaust

"We don't want to create a new
war.. .we know our chances of survival

are 8 to 10 minutes," stated Kohler.

Raskolnikov said that although he
fully supports Gorbachev's policies, he
is wary that the new reforms would be
implemented easily or permanently.

He pointed lo the workers' desire to

maintain the status quo and the

unlikelihood of protests should the

ROBERT BLACK takes a fall in the Tige

and Lee. (Photo by Dee Davis)

first quarter, quarterback' John Shoop
threw two interceptions which led to ten

Maryville points. The first three came
on a 19 yard Tim Lister field goal after

Sewanee had stopped the Scots on the

two yard line. Following Shoop's

second interception, Maryville running

back Chris Chaback scampered 34 yards

(Lister PAT) to extend the lead to 10

points.

The two teams battled without

scoring the entire second quarter until

disappointing game against Washington

Sewanee's John Proctor connected on a

21 yard field goal as time expired m
bring the Tigers within striking distance

at the half.

After the break, Samko handed over

the reins to freshman quarterback Scott

Thompson. Thompson threw for 245
yards in his attempt to rally the Tigers,

but he, too, was plagued by mistakes.

The Tigers' banged-up offensive line

allowed Thompson to be sacked seven

limes, and his two interceptions ended

Sewanee drives.

Maryville expanded its lead to 20-3

on a 61 yard scoring strike from Ross

Thomas to Billy Marsh (Lister PAT)
and another Tim Lister field goal, before

Sewanee's Alan Broom look it in from

three yards out with 33 seconds left in

the game. Proctor's extra point

accounted for the final score.

Although the game was a

disappointment for the Tigers who saw

their record drop to 3-4, it was not

without bright spots. Senior wide

receiver Will "Happy" Meadows
accounted for 251 yards in total offense.

Meadows returned five kickoffs for 74

yards, had four punt returns for 35 yards,

and caught seven passes for 142 yards.

His sidekick, Kent Davis Jones, had six

receptions for 94 yards. Samko also

cited the work of tailbacks Broom and

Mark Barineau who combined for 104

yards rushing.

Defensively, Sewanee's player of

the game was senior Todd Hurst. Hurst

knocked down two passes and made nine

tackles from his comerback position.

Samko also noted the strong play of

strong safety Scott Mikel and free safety

Roy Jordan. Punter Bobby Graves

continued his outslanding work this

season, punting seven times for an

average of 37.1 yards per kick. His

average for the season stands at 43.7

yards, placing among the national

leaders in Division HI.
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changes ever be revoked, as has occurred

in the past, due lo the peoples' fear of

government reprisal.

"The people in the Soviel Union
have no experience in democracy or
speaking out freely; they will do what
the Slate wants," concluded
Raskolnikov.

JUSTTHINK HOW
YOUR KIDSWILLFEEL
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GETYOURNAMEIN
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It's easy to get your name in print. All you have to do is neglect

your health, increasing your risk of heart attack, and you could

become a newsmaker sooner than you'd ever imagine.

fpAmerican Heart Association
WERE FIGHTING FOR VOUR LIFE

This space provided as a public service.
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Students Active in National Campaigning
By Trey Moye
Staff Writer

Even amid a year of what come
pundits have called "Politics Lite,"

Sewanee political organizations have
managed to conduct active and highly-

visible campaigns.

Both the College Democrats and (he

College Republicans have engineered

campaigns to inform the Sewanee
electorate. "In an election where people

are not aware of the issues and neither

candidate has been forthcoming with

their viewpoints, we took it as our

responsibility to inform," said Julie

Rice, President of the College
Democrats.

Beyond the distribution of

campaign materials in the S.P.O. and

the hanging of posters, both groups

have made efforts in involving the

community in the campaign. College

Republican president Joy Archer led her

club in the establishment of the first

Republican campaign headquarters in

Grundy County's history. Rice's group

hosted a campaign rally that featured

State Senator Jim Lewis (D.-Marion).

On the Republican side, Sewanee
activists have hosted an evening with

the sister-in-law of GOP Vice-

Presidential nominee Dan Quayle, Mrs.

Thomas Northcotl. A Tullahoma
resident and sister of Marilyn Quayle,

she spoke of traditional family values.

It is these values that Archer wishes to

advocate when she says, "George Bush
represents the traditional values that are

more in line with those of the average

American than those of Michael
Dukakis."

College Republicans described an

August trip to see George Bush at a

Murfreesboro, Tn., rally as the

Modest from page i ^—^—
three in Mathematics and the Natural

Sciences, four in the Social Sciences,

two in Philosophy and Religion, one in

Fine Arts, Music, or Theatre Arts, and a

year of Physical Education.

This document proposes that a

block of humanities could replace these

traditional core requirements and offers

two alternative plans to fulfill the

math/science courses.

Specifically, this humanities block

would encompass one course in English

literature, a second literature course

either in English or a foreign language,

one in history, one in religion, one in

philosophy, one from the fine arts, and

one from the old social science group of

departments.

In an appendix to this part of the

proposal, the committee suggests that

an interdisciplinary approach to the

entire humanities requirements might be

an option if the appropriate departments

"were to organize themselves" to

develop such a program.

It recommends that perhaps one

course each semester in the first two
years could fulfill the full load of

...and
Carlis i

left.

highlight of the election so far.

The Republicans also have been

involved in the grass roots campaign.

Their aid in the establishment of the

first Grundy County GOP election

headquarters drew thanks from local

community members. Some 16

College Republicans were on hand in

Monteagle for the opening ceremonies

of the Grundy County office. Sewanee

Republicans will also be working at the

Winchester campaign office. Archer has

humanities, or, in a second model, that

two six-hour courses be taught each

semester of the freshmen year.

Regarding the math and science

requirements, the committee
recommends first that there be one

requisite course in each department. A
second model suggests the possibility of

one course in math, one in a lab

science, and some third entry-level

science class.

This third science course, which the

committee describes as a new style of

entry-level class tailored to non-science

majors. This proposal, however, is

contingent on the science department's

ability "to further develop [sic I courses

which are attractive and appropriate" for

both science and non-science majors.

Hour Reductions Suggested

In another proposal, the committee

suggests lowering the hours required for

graduation by about 12.2%, from the

current 123 to 108, requiring 70 hours

outside the major, allowing for about 25

hours of electives.

The final proposal calls for a

reduction in faculty course load from the

average current load of four courses a

semester to an upper limit of 17 hours.

This would lower faculty course

teaching hours by 20%, according to the

document.

To fill the discrepancy between the

12.2% student reduction and the 20%
faculty reduction, the committee stales

that this "could be dealt with by having

somewhat larger sections in some
classes," or perhaps by hiring a small

number of new faculty.

In its conclusion, the committee

uses the word "modest" on four separate

occasions to characterize its proposals.

It states that "as the Sewanee faculty

meets its challenge to make Sewanee

one of the premier liberal arts colleges

in the nation," these particular proposals

will help both faculty and students "to

do academic work in better ways."

The faculty was requested in a cover

letter to this proposal to undertake

smaller deliberations and conversations

in addition to the meetings of the full

faculty.

been "quite pleased" with the aid and
campaign materials sent by the local,

state , and national Republican
committees.

Although the College Democrats
have not received needed aid from the

Dukakis campaign, they are, as Rice
says, "making the most of what we
have." Rice says that the state office

has "given up" and has been
"worthless." But as former Tennessee

Federation of College Democrats
Chairman Reg Stambaugh states, "we
have been forced to raise our own
money to wage the campaign." The
club has raised some $250 dollars for

their campaign. Both Rice and
Stambaugh question the soundness of

the Dukakis campaign effort but remain

loyal to Governor Dukakis.

Stambaugh notes his main concern

with the Dukakis campaign by saying,

"Governor Dukakis has completely

alienated the Southern voter." However,

Archer finds Bush's campaign especially

powerful in the South on issues such as

"abortion, gun control, agriculture, and

family issues."

Both groups are eagerly awaiting

the upcoming Student-Faculty Dialogue

which will deal with the two candidates

and their stances on the issues. College

Republican Andy Jones says, "Wc are

waiting to once more spell out the

differences between George Bush and

Michael Dukakis."

Many students have commented on

the positive nature of the campaign here

on the Mountain. Todd Trubcy notes,

"I have been impressed with the fact that

the College Democrats and the College

Republicans have run campaigns much
more positive and substantial than those

of the national campaigns."

DORM FROM PAGE 1 .—

—

Quintard Hall Committee feels that a

more attractive Quintard Hall will bring

more students back into dormitory life.

In addition, Cushman stated that

she feels that Quintard Hall will bring a

sense of community and safety to those

living in otherwise isolated Gorgas

Hall.

"We look at it from the point of

view of enhancing many aspects of

student life and we want it done

carefully, attractively, and well," she

said.

A new dormitory will also serve a

long-range goal in that it will provide

space for new students brought in

through the University's new enrollment

expansion policy.

Although the committee wants to

move slowly and carefully with the

Quintard Hall project, they are anxious

for work to commence. The Quintard

Hall dormitory is tentatively scheduled

to open in the fall of 1990.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Record Review
More Post-Exilic Stones
By Mik Larson

Staff Writer

It's hard to imagine a certain band

from Manchester without the likes of

"Happy" or "Before They Make Mc
Run". Dry-throated, dry-cheeked Keith

Richards is still trying to hold on to the

acclaim while large-lipped others go for

the flash or crash.

The label is Virgin and it seems
low key, but, after all, he is British, he

is essentially starting out again, and he

was only the guitarist right? Wrong.
Nobody would want to be trapped inside

of the body Richards is stuck with now,
but I don't know of loo many people

that don't believe he is guitar.

There is a fine line between being

creative with your instrument and
knowing how to make it bring the

studio down with one controlled swing.

Keith Richards can do whatever he
wants to.

The album's anthem "Struggle"

croons of being under pressure lo

express yourself. Richards has been in

these shoes since "Little T&A" back in

'81. All the boy has ever really wanted
to do is take a few leads, shoot up, and
know he's cooler than anyone else in his

Shenanigans

Serving Delicious

Sandwiches, Quiche
Homemande Soup
and Desserts

Sunday 5-8pm
Pizza Special

Buy One at Regular Price

Get Second for Half Off!

Great Pizza, Burgers
Fried Mushrooms

& So Forth

Monday - Saturday

11:30am - Midnight

Sunday

11:30am - 8:00pm

$1 Oft Any Pizza

With This Ad

The E chords on the record "Talk is

Cheap" are just as rough as anything on

Some Girls, though they are a far cry

from Exile's lack of restraint. Trust me,

it sounds alright. Today's demands on

Richard's artistry are those of

competition and proof. He plays as if

he is well aware of being 45 years old.

He knows that the studio sweat matters

now because the title isn't going to bear

the name of the greatest band in the

history of rock music.

The sound you get out of "Talk Is

Cheap" only grows on you rather than

wearing on you. The album is a trip

through the three phases of Richards'

being: "me trying to give you
something new, me getting as dastardly

soul and bluesy as possible, and Finally

me playing songs I could have written

for Some Girls ten years a^o." If there's

a Stones song on this album it's "How I

Wish" and its better than good.

The rest of it gives you everything

else you could expect; Memphis Homs,
moaning choirs, Band legend Waddy
Watchel, and even a girl singing

harmonies for once. Its great cuing this

thing up and knowing you won't have

to wail for "the Keith song" and

realizing someone else is going to be
backing up his voice constantly.

These songs are good.

What else do you need? This isn't a

happy record and its not supposed to be.

You've got your "One Hit To The
Body" acoustic garbage mixed in if

that's what you like, but its the overall

feel to the thing that's ecstatic. It's kind

of like the "running into an old friend"

motif. You might as well do it. Just

knowing that Side Two was cut in a

week and Side 1 in three years tells you

you've got all the aspects going for you

here.

You can read about this record

anywhere. I'm just telling you its good.

(Who's Steve Jordan anyway? He does

everything Bill, Charlie, and Mick used

to do at one time. Credits include Little

Steven and Tom Waits... you tell me.)

The Hair Gallery

•' i Kay Garner

Klafsun's Wolff System
Tanning Bed ^

« -e Tues - Sat
Evenings by Appointment

|
598-0669"!

. Turn Left Behind Pharmacy
Then a Block and a Half

. j. Ahead on Left

ARTS NOTES
The Sewanee Purple

News Staff

Arthur F. Kinney, Thomas W.
Copeland Professor of Literary History

at the University of Massachusets,

Amherst, will present a lecture on

Shakespeare's Macbeth entitled "Present

Fears' and 'Horrible Imaginings': Re-

Visioning Macbeth."

Distinguished teacher, critic and

editor, Professor Kinney has authored

diverse studies on English Renaissance

Poetry; his most recent books include

Humanist Poetics: Thought, Rhetoric

and Fiction in Sixteenth Century

England and John Skelton, Priest as

Poet: Seasons of Discovery. He has

also written on William Faulkner and

the literature of the American South.

Kinney has been a Fellow at the

Huntington and Folger Libraries and the

Medieval and Renaissance Institute at

UCLA, a Fulbright Research Fellow at

New College Oxford, and a Scnioi

Fellow for the National Endowment for

the Humanities. He is the editor of

English Literary Renaissance.

Sponsored by the Department of

English, Kinney's lecture is the second
1988 presentation in the Stacey Allen

Haines Lecture Series. It will take place

on Wednesday, November 9, 1988, at

4:30 p.m. in Convocation Hall. The
lecture is free and open to the public.

The Purple Masque's fall season

featured a production of "Kennedy's

Children" by Robert Partick Oct. 27-29.

Directed by senior theatre major

Doug Weidner, the production featured a

number of students and faculty

members.

"Kennedy's Children" features five

peole in a New York bar on Valentine's

Day, 1974, as they explore their

activities in the 1960's which brought

them lo their present point of paralysis

and stagnation.

Heading the cast was Peter Smith as

Sparga and Karen Pelfrey as Carla.

Smith last appeared as the psychiatrist

in "Equus" while Pelfrey appeared last

season as Sissy in "Come Back to the

Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean."

Elizabeth Edsall, who was seen as

the Countess in "You Can't Take It

With you," played Romainville in last

year's "Ring Round the Moon," played

Mark. Sara Tindall, who played Wanda,

made her first appearance in "Kennedy's

Children." Blake Ellis played the

bartender.

Scenography was by Peter Smith

and John Piccard. Elizabeth Edsall

costumed the production with Karen
Sullivan.

* * * *
The University Art Gallery is open

Monday-Friday 10-12 and 1-3, and

Sunday 1-3. We regret any
inconvenience the misprint in the Oct.

14 issue may have caused.

• Full Service FTD Florist
• Large Selection of Houseplants
• Gifts for All Occasions
• Student Hardware/Houseware Needs
• Balloons
• Greeting Cards
• Ladies Designer Sportswear

UNIVERSITY AVE & HWY. 64

598-5893
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FEATURE

Man On The Street

SCOTT DAVID

Q: WHO DO YOU WANT TO BE ON HALLOWEEN?

JOHN VARDEN: Tigger, 'cause

Tiggers are wonderful things.

CATHY CARLISI: Kim Fischer,

because she's a nymphomaniac acid-

dropping party geek from hell.

SCOTT THOMPSON: Billy Hurley,

so I can get TONS!

COACH LOGAN: A polar bear.

ASHLEY DUNN: A specimen under a

glass (of beer).

KENT DAVIS JONES: Either Toucan
Sam or Roy Jordan; it would be about

the same.

CARON JOSEY: Fuzzy imitating

Michael Jackson.

EMILY ROBINSON: Dr. Jones,

since I can't find a devil's costume!

r~

NELSON ARRINGTON: Poe and I

are going as the two ends of a horse.

Disconnected.

DON UPDEGRAFF: Freddie Kreuger,

because he's so trite and commonplace.

SUSAN AND BECCA: Guys. We
got our practice last week.

PROFESSOR WENTZ: Christopher

Bryan.

ELIZABETH

CARLTON ROYDS: Scott Yeager in

JOHN DAVID RHODES: Tracy
Chapman because she's so angry.

HOLLY PATRICK: A Sewanee
graduate working at Hardee's.

MCMUFFIN: Tali, so I can walk

around with a glazed look all the time.

Tiger Bay Pub
College Bowl
Final Matches

November 1 ,2, & 3

Thursday, November 10

8:30pm- 11:30pm

special $ut> flitk

Pub Hours
- Friday 9 a.m. - 12 a.m.

(limited menu from 2:30pm74:30pm

because of grill cleaning)

jirday 10:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

.mday 1:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
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THE LAST WORD

Student Bands Flourish in Sewanee

•I.S.' Makes Local
Debut Oct. 23

B.v Holly Patrick

Features Editor

If you have been anywhere near ihc

Bishop's Common recently, around the

1 1 p.m. hour, you may have heard ihc

distant pounding of a bass, the squealing

of an electric guitar, and the smashing

of cymbals resounding from the attic.

No, you are not hearing WUTS,
though what you are hearing could be

coming from there some day. In fact,

the sounds originate with Sewanee's

newest band, I.S.

I.S., which stands for a number of

things, most of which cannot be printed

here, played at the Lamda Chi house on

Oct. 23rd, opening up for The Flaming

Lips.

The four-member band consists of

sophomore Trey Morrison on guilar,

sophomore Curt Cloninger on bass,

Tommy Tipton, an ex-surfer from

Myrtle Beach on drums, and freshman

John David Rhodes on vocals.

no response when he posted signs

asking for interested musicians.

He and Morrison met soon

afterwards, however, and decided lo

"jam" together. Then Cloninger began

to play with them, and Rhodes joined

them before they were to play at the

Lambda Chf house.

The band only practiced together

with vocals for about a week before

their first performance.

Though they were not paid, they did

gel exposure. They also enjoyed

opening up for a band whose music they

enjoy.

Cloninger, a member of the SPMA
(Sewanee Popular Music Association),

had seen The Flaming Lips in Athens,

Ga., and helped lo get them to play

here. He says that Sewanee gets too

many "folk-rock" bands, and that people

like other kinds of music.

"People will like whatever the

bands play", Cloninger says.

Morrison and Cloningexcreatemost

"There are already too many cover bands that play at Sewanee.

If we play covers, it will be our own crazy versions of the

songs."

The play list for the band's first

performance included only one cover

song. The Wizard, by Black Sabbath.

The other songs; Too Slow, I Just Ate,

Black Funk, Cheezy Metal, and others,

were originals.

Cloninger says they play their own
music because "there are already too

many cover bands that play at

Sewanee," and it is easier to do their

own music. "If we play covers, it will

be our own crazy versions of the

songs", he says.

• Tipton, who owns much of his

own equipment, originally had the idea

of forming a band, but initially received
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of the band's music, though they let the

rest of the band join in to create the

finished product

"I'll just play what I've come up

with, and everybody does their own
thing," says Morrison. Sometimes,

however, he says they show each other

what they had in mind for the different

instruments.

"We usually work real well

together", says Tipton.

Cloninger's musical tastes have
been influenced mostly by groups such

as The Meat Puppets, while Morrison

says he has been influenced mostly by

Bob Dylan and Brian Sctzer (lead singer

and guitarist of The Stray Cat::). Tiflon

clearly is a fan of The Ramones,
referring to them simply as "God".

The group's plan now is to play

anywhere they can. "We're gonna rock

the world", they say.

j§>cfamee piiarmaco

598-5940

Mon - Fri 8:30am - 5:30pm

Saturday 8:30am - 1 :00pm

University Ave. at Highway 64
Student Accounts Available

Upon Request

ON THE EDGE, one of Sewanee's

student events. (Photo by Dee Davis)

bands, looks forward to playing at

'On the Edge' Aims
for Dose of Diversity
By Holly Patrick

Features Editor

It was Fall Party Weekend and the

ATO house was packed. Inside was a

familiar scene - Todd Hurst and Scott

Mikel on stage performing for a

capacity crowd.

That night was a little different,

however, because the two were joined

by drummer Pat Irwin, lead guitarist

Steve Jordan, and vocalist Wendy
Morrison. The band was "Au Natural".

It was the first performance of the

group, now called "On the Edge". They

played at the house for about two hours

as a prelude to "The Dusters."

"We felt like we did pretty well,

especially considering the little amount

of time we got to practice," said Hurst.

Mikel and Hurst have been

performing together for two years—

everywhere from the Sewanee Inn to

Shenanigan's. They also played at Good
Ole Day's in AUanla.

Hurst met Morrison while working

together on the play "Second Sons" last

year, and it was then that they began to

sing together. This year they decided to

try and work as a serious band.

Mikel and Irwin performed together

twice a few years ago, and Jordan played

with "Opus Too" last year.

"On The Edge's" music includes

cover songs by groups like "U2" and
"10,000 Maniacs".

They don't play originals because of

the "limited time" they have to write

their own music, and because, says

Hurst, "we're just trying to do covers

really well now. . . We're concentrating

on getting a good show together".

Mikel says that they have a very

diverse song list, and can play a variety

of music because of the "wide voice

range" that Hurst and Morrison have

together.

"We blend well together for being

such a diverse group," Mikel said.

Though billed as "Au Natural" for

the Party Weekend performance, the

group decided soon afterward to change

its name.

"We sat around trying to come up
with a name, but nobody liked anyone
else's ideas", Hurst said. The group

finally decided that everyone would write

a name on a piece of paper, wad it up,

throw it into an ashtray, and draw the

winner. Evidently, "On the Edge" was

it.

The group does not have any

immediate performance plans, but Hurst

says they want to establish themselves

in Sewanee and play often. Mikel is the

only one of the group who will not be

back next year.
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